Smith & Stedman, Men’s FINE FURNISHINGS, Latest Styles,

NECKWEAR, GLOVES, CANES, ETC.

343 Washington Street.

Stout pieces of “red tape” have been nailed over all the windows of the new chemical laboratory, as it was thought some of the miners might tumble out if the windows were permitted to be kept open.

Messrs. Goodnough and Thacher, both of ’86, were initiated into Π. Σ. Τ. at the last regular monthly meeting, held at the Quincy House, March 28.

The Freshman Class Society have adopted a unique society pin, consisting of a gold horseshoe magnet, on which are placed the initials of the society, also in gold. On the armature of the magnet are inscribed the figures, ’87.

Preparation for the Mass. Institute of Technology

Is a specialty at Chauncy-Hall School, Boston, Mass., and its remarkable success can be ascertained from the Chairman and Secretary of the Faculty of the Institute.

It aims to fit its candidates so thoroughly that they will not be weighted by “conditions” to be made up after entering, when all their powers are needed for their regular work.

The School is within two minutes’ walk of the Institute, affording to the teachers, who are preparing the candidates, unequalled opportunities for consulting the professors.

Successful preparation is made also for College and for Business. Chauncy Hall is the oldest and largest private school in Boston.

Collins & Fairbanks, Opera Crush Hats, Styles specially adapted to young men English Hats.

Leather Hat Boxes Umbrellas,

Walking Sticks.